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Introduction



Redactable Signature Scheme 

Alice Bob

According	to	witness	
#1,	she	drove	them	to	
her	house	along	Old	
Changi	Path.	

Signature s,
signed by Charles

According	to	witness	
#1,	she	drove	them	to	
her	house	along	Ä.	

redacted document X'original document 

what should the
signature be?



Redactable Signature Scheme 

Alice Bob

According	to	witness	
#1,	she	drove	them	to	
her	house	along	Old	
Changi	Path.	

Signature s,
signed by Charles

According	to	witness	
#1,	she	drove	them	to	
her	house	along	Ä.	

Signature s'
produced by Alice

redacted document X'original document 

1) (Authenticity)Bob can verify  that  X'  is indeed a document signed
by Charles and properly redacted by Alice.

2) (Privacy) Bob is unable to obtain any information of the removed string. 



• Existing schemes leak an important piece of 
information:  the length of the removed 
substrings.

• The "length" can reveal crucial information, 
especially when the entropy of the removed 
string is low. 

• Example:  "Approved"   vs  "Not Approved"



A well known example.



Existing Scheme

• Based on Merkle Tree & GGM. (Johnson et al.)

• Designed for unordered set (Miyazaki et al  &  Johnson et al.)

{x1, x2, x3, x4, x5 }               δ

{x1, x2, x3, x4, x5 }               δ~



Our approach



Our approach
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8

message

message
random salt

{ t1,   t2,     t3,    t4,     t5,     t6,   t7,   t8 }an unordered 
set of objects

sign using known redactable 
scheme for unordered set

s

Hash 



Signature generation
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8

message

message
random salt

{ t1,   t2,     t3,    t4,     t5,     t6,   t7,   t8 }an unordered 
set of objects

sign using known redactable 
scheme for unordered set

δ

Hash 

Final signature: r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8δ



Redaction

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8

redacted message
random salt

{ t1,   t2,     t3,    t4,     t5,     t6,   t7,   t8 }an unordered 
set of objects

redaction using known 
scheme for unordered set

δ

Hash 

New signature: r1 r2 r3 r7 r8δ

δ

~

~

signature: r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 δ



Signature size
• Size of signature too large.
• Need a method to generate the sequence of random 

number from a short seed, and yet able to hide the 
removed numbers.

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8seed s

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8snew seed ~

redaction



Problems to be solved

In order to implement the abovementioned 
approach,  we require

• a "collision-resistant" hash that maps a string of 
objects  to an unordered set of objects,  and 

• a method to generate a sequence of pseudo 
numbers s.t. a new seed for the redacted 
sequence can be efficiently computed.



Contributions (1)

• We give a redactable scheme that is able to hide the length of each 
redacted strings. The size of the signature is in 

k + O( t log n )  
where t ³1 is the number of substrings redacted, n is the size of the 
original document, and k the size of an underlying known 
redactable signature scheme for unordered set. 

• The scheme consists of 2 components: 
- A "collision-resistant" function that maps an ordered       

sequence to an un-ordered set.
- A random-tree based PRNG that achieves a hiding property.



Contributions (2)

• We observe a hiding property of a random tree. Based on the 
observation, we propose RGGM, a pseudo random number 
generator that 
– If multiple substrings of pseudo random numbers are to be removed, we 

can efficiently find a new seed that generates the retained numbers, and 
– yet it is computationally difficult to derive the content or length of each 

removed substring from the new seed, except the locations of the 
removed substrings.



Random tree oblivious to 
deletion



Random GGM

seed

Generate a sequence of pseudo random numbers from seeds



Consider a game between Alice and Bob.
– Bob chooses a tree T, with either 6 or 100 leaves.
– Bob removes a sequence of consecutive leaves and their 

ancestors, such that the resulting forest  T' has 5 leaves. 
– Bob shows Alice the redacted T'.

– Alice wants to guess the initial number of leaves in T.



Given this forest,
Alice wants to guess the 
initial number of leaves.

unknown number of 
leaves are removed
here.



We propose a way to generate the tree  such 
that Alice is unable to succeed with probability 
better than ½.    Note that this is an information-
theoretic result. 



Conclusion

• We provide a redactable signature scheme that 
is able to hide the length of the redacted strings, 
and the signature size is small.

• The scheme consists of two components: (1) a 
hash that maps ordered sequence to unordered 
set, and (2) Randomized GGM tree.

• The randomized GGM tree exploits an intriguing 
statistical property of a random tree. The random 
tree is oblivious to previous deletion.



Apply Slide

• Ordering information in the string can be treated 
as  "combinatorics structure". 

• We applied combinatorics techniques to solve 
this  problem in cryptography. 


